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What is a New Testament Scholar? 
David G Palmer, Honorary Research Fellow, The Queen’s Foundation, Birmingham       

 

As presented at the British New Testament Conference, September 2018, as a Short Paper 
with PPT (Power-point) presentation: 
 

Dictionary definitions of ‘scholar’ focus on ‘specialist’: a New Testament Scholar is a specialist 

in the New Testament.  

Yet, according to what Wikipedia writes, a New Testament Scholar is ‘someone who has 

published works about the New Testament’. A New Testament Scholar, therefore, is ‘a 

specialist who has published works about the New Testament’.  

This sounds like a possible working definition, but in practice, Wikipedia excludes anyone who 

publishes their own work. (It’s judged as ‘self-promotion’!) A New Testament Scholar then is 

‘a specialist who has works about the New Testament published by a recognised publishing 

house’.  

We’re there! But no, we’re not quite there. To get work on the New Testament published (a 

paper for a journal, or a book in the market place), the author first has to occupy a teaching 

or research appointment, or be studying for a higher degree in a recognised University or 

College. A New Testament Scholar therefore, is ‘a specialist with an academic post in teaching 

and/or research in a recognised University or College who has works about the New 

Testament published by a recognised publishing house’. (Anyone who works full-time in the 

church and not in academe, therefore, is excluded, unless, maybe, she/he’s a Bishop!) 

But we’re still not yet there. There’s one thing more. There’s a little matter about the PhD. To 

get an appointment in a recognised University or College, you have to have a PhD, or be 

pursuing a PhD on a New Testament or related matter. (It is what gets one welcomed, of 

course, into the British New Testament Society! But not as a ‘member’, it’s been decided; only 

as a participant.) So, the PhD, or the possibility of the PhD is the key to unlocking the door to 

being a scholar? Yes! 

But, compare entries on the (UK) EThOS website, for Biblical Studies and New Testament 

Studies PhD’s for 1998 (the year I was awarded my PhD) and for 2017 (last year). Of the 19 

PhDs that were awarded in 1998, eleven had a focus on New Testament texts, and of the 37 
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PhDs that were awarded in 2017, only five had a focus actually on New Testament texts. I 

wonder if this reduction is significant for the future of New Testament Studies and if it is ‘bad 

news’? I also wonder if, along with the proliferation of specialisms, the reason for this has 

much to do with the thinking that after seventeen-hundred years there is really little 

meaningful research still to be done, save a few feminist readings, maybe.  

 

So, why should I now pose the question, What is a New Testament Scholar? It is essentially 

because it was said at our Annual Conference in 2016, that in the field of New Testament 

Research we had never before had so many ‘specialisms’i:  from the PPT, below 

 

And the worry expressed then was about how we could continue to communicate across this 

burgeoning number of disciplines and share any common role in the futures of academe and 

church. It seemed to me then and it seems to me now, and all the more because of my own 

specialism, that this is a much needed discussion.  

I’m going to get straight to my own attempt at an answer by boldly suggesting that a New 

Testament Scholar is to be described best by function and responsibility, indeed by three 

responsibilities, even duties, in particular: 

the first to the text itself, in all its forms, but particularly for its Greek words and 

composition, meaning and purpose; 
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the second to colleagues and would-be colleagues who read the Greek texts, to co-

operate with them in research and in the presentation of their findings to each other;  and 

the third to those who, likely, will never become New Testament Scholars, or 

colleagues in the reading of the Greek texts, but who would benefit, nevertheless, from the 

research and presentations of Scholars.  

 

I would suggest that these three responsibilities relate triangularly. I would place the text at 

the apex, to remind us that it is the text we’re to serve, that for all our specialisms it is the 

text that deserves our best and continuing attention. In the bottom left-hand corner I would 

place colleagueship in the sharing of the research, teaching and presentation. And on the 

same base line, but in the bottom right-hand corner, I would place the New Testament 

Scholars’ audiences/readerships, those who would benefit from knowing what New 

Testament Scholars know, which is useful to their preaching, teaching, pastoral work, or 

their maintenance and growth in the Christian life. Hence the diagram:  from the PPT, below 

 

 

For support for this scheme, I turn to Kümmel and Räisänen. After rehearsing all the variations 

of views in the secondary literature on Mark’s Gospel as to the leading idea of that book, at 

the end Kümmel could only say, ‘Close examination of all these schemes leads to no proof 

based on the text itself’ii. And on MARK AS WRITER, OR THEOLOGIAN (some scholars say he’s 

no writer, others say he’s a great writer; some say he’s no theologian, others say he’s a great 
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theologian), to this Räisänen adds his conclusioniii, ‘(Such) questions have to be postponed 

until a purely literary analysis has been carried out…’ To me, these two statements well define 

the key priorities for every New Testament scholar: it isn’t enough to be able to say what all 

scholars are saying about the ideas and abilities of writers on the New Testament if their views 

(those of these scholars) are not based on a close study of the texts. We move on… 

I put it to you, from a survey I have conducted among my extended family and friends, that 

their expectations of a New Testament Scholar include the following: 

1) that a New Testament Scholar is someone who is informed about the books of the New 

Testament and is able to communicate some useful learning to other scholars and 

others who are not yet scholars, as well as others who will never be scholars. 

2) The learning imparted would not leave the non-scholar dependent on the scholar. No, 

the learning imparted would release the non-scholar to play his/her own part in 

his/her own learning and developmentiv. (We know the old slogan, ‘You can give a man 

a fish a day, or you can teach him to fish.’ Which is it to be in New Testament Studies? 

Will the scholar preserve his/her authoritative hold over the non-scholar, or will he or 

she equip the non-scholar to read the text for him-/herself to equal the New 

Testament Scholar in the reading of the texts?)  

3) New Testament Scholars need to collaborate in producing presentations of the texts 

in literal translations that will enable non-scholars (in any language) to read the texts 

as if they were reading the Greek originals. (Isn’t it this that non-scholars of the New 

Testament would value help with, that they might read the New Testament Books for 

themselves meaningfully, accurately and appropriately, even in the ways that the 

writers always intended?) 

4) With the privilege of being a New Testament Scholar comes the responsibility to 

publish works to further the cause of New Testament Studies in a broad sense, in both 

academe and church. 
 

5) Some think New Testament Scholars should aspire to: 

a) read the Greek of every New Testament book, though not in its sentences and 

paragraphs as handed to us now, but as if it were still presented in columns of 

capital letters with no spaces between words, but with spaces associated only with 

edentations. (To accept the capital letters and full stops that define sentences in 

the NA28, UBS5 GNT, or SBLGNT, without questioning them, is to fall short - in 

scholarship terms.) 

b) read Greek composition, not just the words, and recognise ancient rhetoric, for 

idea, structure, writing style, memory and performance; 

c) translate and punctuate every book from first principles, by ‘parsing’; 

d) identify and communicate the structure of every book; 

e) identify and communicate the writing style of every book; 
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f) demonstrate any writer’s disclosure of the principal purposes and meanings of his 

book; 

g) show a fellow scholar or non-scholar how to read any text for him-/herself in the 

way that the writer required, and 

h) promote the use of each text’s own self-referencing system, jettisoning Stephen 

Langton’s ‘chapters’ and the versifying of others, for ever! 

 

 

With this, I lead into my own specialism (I promised this in my proposal). Rhetorical analysis is 

something I have been doing since 1982, when under John Drury’s supervision I worked on an 

Undergraduate dissertation at Cambridge University on the Central Section of Luke’s Gospel. 

Thanks to the stimulating works of Bailey, Talbert and Goulderv, I engaged in reading the text 

for myself and discovered that the Central Section begins, not at 9.51, but at 9.43b (a major 

dualism requires it) and the section itself includes an eleven-part chiasm of Jesus’ teachings. 

My research eventually led me to this diagram which I believe best expresses the structure of 

Luke (the Central Section’s teachings are seen to the right): from the PPT, below 

 

 

I had begun translating texts of this kind (the first folio of Mark’s Gospel in Codex Sinaiticus), 

from the PPT, below 
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into charts like this of ‘the Markan Matrix’, the subject of my PhD thesis, Glasgow, under John 

Riches, in the 1990s (from the PPT below), 

 

during which time I really enjoyed two breakthrough moments. The first was while parsing. 

The Prologue declared itself as 1.2-20. And in doing so, it revealed, therefore, the rhetor’s 

writing style for his whole work, from its beginning to its end. See the PPT, below 
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The second breakthrough was when a link revealed itself between Homer’s Iliad and Mark’s 

Gospel in terms of a structural use of ‘days’: ABB’XABB’. See the PPTs below 
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My first book was self-published in 1988 in Cardiff. My thesis became my second self-

published book, in 1999 in Paisley. And after covering all the texts of the New Testament in 

similar ways, I began self-publishing my third book in Jaffna, Sri Lanka, in 2004 (New 

Testament: New Testimony to the Skills of the Writers and First Readers). See the PPT below 
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New Testament: New Testimony included then what it includes now in its fifth edition, my 

Rhetorical Table of the New Testament. See the PPT below 

 

 

Contrary to the scholarly teaching I was following as a Local Preacher-in-training in the 1970s, 

I could show, in ‘the noughties’, that all the books of the New Testament were works of ancient 

rhetoric. All the books exhibit a discipline of writing and composition that needs to be seen. 

For eleven-hundred years (consider this!) the church read only its own Latin translations and 

ignored the Greek texts in which lay the rhetors’ detailed helps for his readers. It is not too 

difficult to imagine, therefore, why we have remained in the dark for so long. And the more 

that time has passed by, the less anyone has thought they were missing out on anything! 

If you know Mendeleev’s Periodic Table and what it has done for Chemistry and Physics, you 

may understand what I think the ‘Rhetorical Table of the New Testament’ will do for New 

Testament and Literary Studies. 

There are ‘facts’ to be known about the literature of the New Testament. Without this 

information, I wonder if anyone will be able to call him-/herself, or be called by anyone else, 

a New Testament Scholar. Without this information, no scholar’s reading of the New 

Testament texts will be any better than that of any non-scholar. It will be just as un-

informed, haphazard and inept!  
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The rhetorical evidence persuades me that the Gospels are not the historical jottings of 

anyone (of what actually happened, as reported by any eye-witness)vi; their structures are 

meaningful, but they are artificial. The Gospels, indeed, are to be read as myth, but not as 

‘mere myth’ as David Friedrich Strauss unfortunately put itvii, according to the translation I 

possess. Eternal truth is told in story form. Each Gospel presents creed set to story. The 

Gospels are of everlasting value, but in this way only. Lectionary compilers and Sunday 

preachers need to be alerted to this aspect of their genre. (Congregations have rights!) 

The priority of Mark stands. Q Source never existed: we can make sense of Luke’s use of 

Matthewviii. Indeed, other supposed sources likely never existed! And even if they had, it 

cannot lightly be supposed that they could have survived in oral or written forms, given the 

events of AD 70, the destruction of Jerusalem’s Temple, the loss of the Temple community 

and of the Christian Sect’s mother church, the deaths of over a million people in the siege of 

Jerusalem aloneix and the deaths of many more in the time of its overthrowx…  

But, for now, we focus here on the Rhetorical Table. Surprisingly, it shows that the book and 

sectional structures are significantly few in number. But, present a ‘book structure’ to a 

seminar group and your own reasons for seeing it without referring to any secondary literature 

and you will provoke the group. I’ve discovered this! Members will show frustration and 

unease. What they will not understand at first is that there is, to-date, generally-speaking, no 

useful secondary literature on New Testament book structures!  

New Testament Scholars read and write chiefly about what others have written. They adopt 

the stances of secure and trusted scholars. In this way, they secure their own future 

employment. If they dare deviate, it is only a very little from the accepted currents and 

consensuses of their day. If we were to be asking not ‘What is a New Testament Scholar?’, but 

‘Who is a New Testament Scholar?’ we would be naming pioneers who risked both their 

reputations and their university appointments!   

If we were to be asking what New Testament Scholars say of themselves and their like, it may 

be that some would agree with what Burton Mack had to say (in ‘The Lost Gospel…’xi): he 

wrote, ‘New Testament scholars traditionally have seen their roles as contributing to a 

theological enterprise, a clarification of Christian origins that supports Christian belief.’ For 

Mack, this is the reason why research has often been limited; why Biblical Scholarship is read 

mainly by theologians and Christian ministers and not by scholars of other academic 
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disciplines; and why it is seldom read with interest and understanding by the literate public. 

Moore and Sherwood say something similar in their book, The Invention of the Biblical 

Scholar…xii when they challenge scholars to free themselves to be more broadly intellectually 

relevant.   

Yes, we have a mushrooming of different disciplines, but the one discipline we’ve needed 

above all else, for the reading of the Greek texts, has gone unstudied, ignored and 

undeveloped. One New Testament Scholar of the past stated categorically in an influential 

single volume Bible commentary that the writers of the New Testament did not write like 

Hellenist writers: they were free of their rules and were not literary-artistsxiii. He was J. N. 

Sanders, University Lecturer in Divinity at Cambridge. What persuaded him to write as he did? 

Did he want to preserve a particular understanding of Christian faith? Or consider Bultmann 

on 1 John: he taught that 1 John originally ended at 2.27, but in its present form it is a perfect 

ABB’A’ chiasm that can never have been shorter than it is nowxiv, except, that is, for the later-

added final verse. (My reading of 1John was given out in A3 format to those present at my 

lecture. It can be downloaded from www.davidgpalmer.co.uk, from my blog, 23rd July 2018.) 

Did Bultmann seek to preserve a particular reading? We can be sure of the answer, ‘No!’ But 

what we learn is that you can be a New Testament Scholar and ‘wide of the mark’, shall we 

say? (Another discussion arises with this: does bad scholarship weaken the church and does 

good scholarship necessarily always benefit it?) 

Literature Scholars have their own view of New Testament Scholars. In the Complete Literary 

Guide to the Biblexv (a joke of a title?), we read their serious criticism: ‘Increasingly absent is 

the practice of explicating biblical texts, close readings of biblical texts as literary wholes…’ But 

the times are changing! This Rhetorical Table will have its day and it will expose the truth of 

Michael Goulder’s 1985 assertion that New Testament Scholarship, for its imagined 

multiplicity of gospel sources, has for too long been ‘building its house on sand’xvi.   

This Rhetorical Tablexvii (on screen for the lecture, but given above as a PPT slide and below 

as a chart for the sake of clarity) is basic to our understanding of the twenty-seven texts of 

the New Testament, to discerning what kind of literary works they are, how they are to be 

read, what they mean and what their purposes are.  

http://www.davidgpalmer.co.uk/
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Because of this, I put it to you that all New Testament Scholars of the future will share this 

core information and their own contributions on it with each other, along with the work they 

valuably do, given their own specialisms. 

Together, New Testament Scholars will offer their work to academe and the church and not 

lose sight of this responsibility.  

 

In short, a New Testament Scholar is one: 

whose primary focus is the text, both as it is and as it can be presented;  

whose work is in collaborating with colleagues in this enterprise; and  

whose aim is to see that all readers of the texts have the help they need - to read it for 

themselves with understanding.  

 

 

 

 

Presented below, for clarity: 
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The Rhetorical Table of the New Testament 

                              Writing Style:     Book/Letter Structure: Sectional Structure: 

Mark       abb’          (P) ABB’A’ (E)    (ABB’XABB’*1/1,2,3,C,3’,2’,1’*2) 

Matthew         abb’ (aa’ & abb’a’) 1(p+);2;3;4;5;C;5’;4’;3’;2’;1’(+e) (14s=2(abb’xabb’)); 2 & 2’: (3x14)  

  Luke       abb’           1(p+);2;3;4;5;C;5’;4’;3’;2’;1’(+e) (ABA’); 1 & 1’: (ABB’) 

  Acts       abb’           1(p+);2;3;4;5;C;5’;4’;3’;2’;1’(+e) (ABA’); 1 & 1’: (ABB’) 

  John       abb’          ABB’;X;ABB’ *1 /  (ABB’;ABB’:ABB’;ABB’) 

          1(p+);2;3;C;3’;2’;1’(+e)*2    

  Romans            abb’                  (P+Intr.) 1;2;C;2’;1’ (E)  (ABB’;ABB’;ABB’) 

  I Corinthians      abb’                    (P) ABB’;X;ABB’ (E)  (ABB’:ABB’)  

  II Corinthians      abb’                    (P) ABB’;X;ABB’ (E)  (ABB’:ABB’)  

  Galatians      abb’      (P) ABB’;X;ABB’ (E)  (ABB’;ABB’;ABB’) 

  Ephesians      abb’           (P) ABB’A’ (E)  (ABB’;ABB’;ABB’) 

  Philippians      abb’           (P) ABB’A’ (E)  (ABB’) 

  Colossians      abb’            (P) ABB’ (E)  (ABB’;ABB’) 

  I Thessalonians      abb’            (P) A:A’ (E)   (ABB’;ABB’;ABB’) 

  II Thessalonians        abb’            (P) A:A’ (E)   (ABB’:ABB’) 

  I Timothy      abb’     (P) ABB’XABB’ (E)  (ABB’) 

  II Timothy      abb’         (P) ABB’A’ (E)  (ABB’) 

  Titus       abb’           (P) ABB’ (E)   (ABB’:ABB’) 

  Philemon           abb’           (P) ABB’ (E)   (abb’:abb’) 

  Hebrews           abb’      1(p+);2;C;2’;1’(+e)  (ABB’:ABB’)  

  James       abb’           (P) ABB’A’    (ABB’;ABB’;ABB’) 

  I Peter       abb’                      (P) ABB’A’(+e)  (ABB’;ABB’;ABB’) 

  II Peter       abb’          (P) ABB’(+e)   (ABB’;ABB’) 

  I John       abb’           (p+) ABB’A’   (ABB’;ABB’;ABB’) 

  II John       abb’           (P) ABB’ (E)   (abb’) 

  III John       abb’         (P) ABB’A’ (E)  (abb’) 

  Jude       abb’                  (P) ABB’;X;ABB’ (E)  (abb’) 

  Revelation      abb’   (P) 1;2;3;C;3’;2’;1’ (E)  (Intr., 1,2,3,4,5,6,7) 

 

 
Where, under Book/Letter Structure, A,B,B’,X,1,2,3,4,5,C,5’,etc. denote Sections and where, under Sectional 

Structure, ‘A’ generally* signifies the presence of a lower level ABB’ (or abb’) formation (likewise also B, B’ and X); 

where ABB’ (and abb’) are  three-part progressions, where A is introductory, B is the first development and B’ is the 

second, corresponding and completing development; where AA’ denotes two abb’ constructions in parallel;  where 

‘X’ is a central turning point; where (P) is an independent abb’ Prologue/Letter Introductory Greeting; where (+Intr.) 

is specifically an Introduction to the Theme of the work; where (E) is an independent abb’ Epilogue/Letter Closing 

Greeting; where (p+) and (+e) are, in turn, incorporated Prologues and Epilogues.     

*The exceptions on A,B,B’ and X above are in Luke and Acts where the sub-sections are variable composites of 

ABB’ and AA’ elements. 

For John and Mark: *1 for literary form and *2 for subsidiary contents’ parallels (a Homeric tapestry of the two). 

Numerically: Mark can be characterised as a 4x7 scheme, John as a 7x12 scheme and Revelation as a 7x7 scheme; 

Matthew, Luke and Acts as 11-part, 1-5C5-1, chiasms; and Romans and Hebrews as 5-part chiasms (intentionally 

structured to the Law’s 5 sections, which are in chiasm as the Pentateuch’s Hebrew reveals).  
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Summaries of the Book and Letter Structures, 

their Sectional Structures and their Frequency of Use 

 

Book/Letter Structures:  seven types, in order of frequency of use 

1st) 8x ABB’A’   (one is a ‘Book’, seven are Letters) 
2nd) 6x ABB’;X;ABB’  (one ‘Book’, three ‘Letters’) 
3rd) 5x ABB’   (all are ‘Letters’)  
4th) 3x 1;2;3;4;5;C;5’;4’;3’;2’;1’ (‘Books’ only, no ‘Letters’) 
5th) 2x 1;2;C;2’;1’  (‘Letters’ only) 
 2x AA’   (‘Letters’ only) 
7th) 1x 1;2;3;C;3’;2’;1’  (‘Book’ only) 
   

Sectional Structures:  seven types, in order of frequency of use 

1st)     13x ABB’ (and ABB’;ABB’;ABB’, which is sectionally ABB’) 

2nd)      8x ABB’:ABB’  (and AA’, which represents abb’:abb’) 

         3rd) 2x ABA’  

4th) 1x ABB’;ABB’:ABB’;ABB’  

 1x ABB’;X;ABB’ 

1x Intr., 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 

1x abb’xabb’: abb’xabb’ /  

1,2,3,4,5,6,7:1,2,3,4,5,6,7 for the 14:14:14 sections 

 

 
All the books demonstrate that the New Testament writers employed the very same writing style as 
each other, of abb’. (It is true of Matthew in the clear majority of pieces, but in some shorter ‘teachings’ 
he does significantly use also a number of aa’ and abb’a’ presentations.) 

Further, all the books demonstrate the employment of book structure (seven types only) and book 
sectional structure (similarly, seven types in all). Eight books commonly employ one book structural 
form, six another, five another and so on. Thirteen books commonly employ one sectional structural 
form, eight books another, two another and so on. 

I conclude, firstly, that all the writers knew about the range of structures that were available to them. 
Secondly, I conclude that they were able also to identify the ones that other writers had used before 
them. Thirdly, it can be said of the writers that they were competent to choose the structures that best 
suited their purposes, for presenting the contents they wanted to present and for expressing, or adding 
focus and ‘meaning’ to what it was that they were wanting to say.  

Without doubt, the discovery of style and structure enhances our reading and interpretation of these 
books. We can now speak of their clarity and their aesthetic. We can also accurately discern their 
function, for the first time ever.  
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i Specialisms include: biblical studies, manuscripts, manuscript studies and palaeography, Bible in the Arts (film 
& music), the Dead Sea Scrolls, Second Temple Judaism, Contemporary Studies, Doctrine, Jesus, Historical 
Jesus, Second-century Christianity, Interpretation, exegesis, the history of New Testament exegesis, 
Christology, extra-canonical Gospels, systematic theology, social world of the New Testament, Judaism and 
Hellenism, Jewish-Christian relations in antiquity, textual scholarship, martyrdom, the afterlife, sociological and 
spatial-critical approaches to the New Testament, ethical and cultural Biblical interpretation, Pauline Studies, 
Synoptic Gospels, Catholic Epistles, Johannine writings, practical theology, hermeneutics, philosophy and 
phenomenology, romanticism, gender studies, gender and mystery, translation, modernism, sectarianism, 
folklore, feminist studies, feminist theology, feminist practical theology, form criticism, source criticism, 
historical criticism, textual criticism, literary criticism, redaction criticism, modern literary criticism, rhetorical 
criticism, sociological criticism, cultural criticism, anthropological criticism, canonical criticism…  
ii He puts the same point in another way too: ‘This question has to be answered exclusively on the ground of an 
analysis of Mark’s Gospel itself.’ (see p. 86 of his book, Introduction to the New Testament, SCM, 1979.) 
iii From his book, The Messianic Secret in Mark, T & T Clark, Edinburgh, 1990, p.14. 
iv Johann Albrecht Bengel, Gnomon Novi Testamenti, 1742. Literally translated, gnomon, from the Latin, it 

means ‘Index to the New Testament’, but when translated into German and English, it was given the title, 
either ‘Introduction to the New Testament’, or ‘Exegetical Annotations on the New Testament’. With his Greek 
New Testament, Bengel followed it up with the first critical apparatus. He worked on textual criticism. He saw 
his role as one of helper to all readers of the texts, rather than the reliable commentator and final word on any 
subject. His work gave the 17th Century an introduction to chiasm. And his work attracted John Wesley’s fullest 
attention.  
v K.E. Bailey, Poet and Peasant: A Literary Cultural Approach to the Parables in Luke, Eerdmans, 1976; C.H. 
Talbert, Literary Patterns, Theological Themes and the Genre of Luke-Acts, Soc. Bibl. Lit./Scholars Press, 1974; 
M.D. Goulder, ‘The Chiastic Structure of the Lucan Journey’, Texte Untersuchungen Vol.87, 1963, p.195-202.  
vi Richard Baukham, Jesus and the Eyewitnesses: The Gospels as Eyewitness Testimony, Eerdmans, Grand 
Rapids, Michigan/Cambridge, 2006: on pages 217-221, he argues for a haphazard arrangement/no 
arrangement on Mark’s part of the material he is supposed to have received from Peter. This is contradicted by 
my PhD Thesis in every way.  
vii David Friedrich Strauss, Das Leben Jesu: kritisch bearbeitet, 2 vols., First Ed. Tϋbingen, 1835-36, Fourth Ed., 
Tubingen 1840; Tr. George Eliot, The Life of Jesus Critically Examined, SCM Press, London 1973, p.782. 
viii Austin Farrer said in the early 1950s that we can be free of Q if we can make sense of Luke’s use of Matthew. 
See Austin M. Farrer, ‘On Dispensing with Q’, Studies in the Gospels, Ed. Nineham, Blackwell, London, 1955  
ix Jack M. Myers, The Story of the Jewish People, London, Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner & Co Ltd. This book is 
instruction for young Jewish boys for Sabbath synagogue lessons. On p.113, he deals with the difficult mention 
of Jerusalem’s sufferings and settles for, ‘it is sufficient to mention that no fewer than one million people lost 
their lives during the siege.’ 
x It was cataclysmic, a metaphorical ‘passing away of heaven and earth’. But suddenly, Christologically, Jesus 

becomes the ‘replacement temple’. Further, because the synoptic gospels promise Jesus’ return, with angels to 
gather up the elect from the war-afflicted, we have to make the judgement that he so returned. New leadership 
takes over because of AD 70: it is now no longer Jewish, or apostolic in the early sense, but Gentile Christian. 
What had been a Jewish Sect pre AD 70 is now a religion in its own right post AD 70 from which time Christianity 
was really set loose in the Roman world. In time, after the Fall of Jerusalem, pseudepigraphal letters were written 
that contain contradictory reflections on Christianity’s new myths.  
I & II Timothy and Titus express their criticism of these new myths. The same letters are critical too of arguments 
over genealogies. One of them is critical of a misleading teaching which promotes the view that the resurrection 
of the dead has already taken place. The return of Christ and the establishing of the Kingdom of God on earth 
were for the preceding generation according to the Gospel writers and other new writers in this post AD 70 
period. But another letter, from a different camp entirely, II Peter, insists that the return of Christ is still to come 
and that the gospels were not mere myths but the recorded happenings of things supernatural. As regards the 
Apocalypse, Revelation’s Babylon is not Rome, as Protestant scholars have been tempted (by their hatred of 
Roman Catholicism) to suppose, but ‘old Jerusalem’. 
xi Burton L. Mack, The Lost Gospel: The Book of Q and Christian Origins, Harper Collins, USA, 1993. 
xii Stephen D Moore and Yvonne Sherwood, The Invention of the Biblical Scholar: a Critical Manifesto, Fortress 
Press, 2011: they speak of biblical scholars as a peculiar academic species and as a product of the 
Enlightenment.   
xiii See J.N. Sanders, ‘The Literature and Canon of the New Testament’, Peake’s (single volume) Commentary on 

the Bible, eds. Matthew Black and H.H. Rowley, Thomas Nelson & Sons Ltd, 1962, 676-677, ‘The New Testament 
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can hardly be considered as literature at all, except in the most general sense of the term....,’he says. ‘The 

aesthetic motive and the desire to produce fine writing as something worthwhile in itself are foreign to its 

authors whose aims were urgent and practical....’ ‘Lk 1.1-4 echoes the cadences and repeats the conventional 

claims of the Hellenistic historians, but there the resemblance ends....’ ‘Their comparative indifference to pagan 

literature was on the whole an advantage to the writers of the New Testament. They gained thereby in freshness 

and freedom from stale conventions and artificial rhetoric. They were not conscious literary artists, obeying a 

convention and imitating the correct models, like Hellenistic authors, but rather practical men falling into familiar 

forms when these happened to provide them with effective means of expression....’ ‘The Literature of the New 

Testament is in the main something new.’ On speeches and sermons, Sanders admits that Thucydides put 

speeches into the mouths of his principal personages at appropriate moments and so ‘set an unfortunate 

precedent’, but that Luke didn’t follow the precedent. How did Sanders come to that conclusion?! 
xiv R. Bultmann, The Johannine Epistles (trans. R. P. O’Hara, L. C. McGaughy, and R. W. Funk; Hermeneia; 

Philadelphia: Fortress, 1973), 43-44. This earlier volume in the Hermeneia series has now been replaced by 
Georg Strecker’s The Johannine Letters (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1996). 
xv (p.64, Eds. Ryken & Longman III, Zondervan, 1993). 
xvi In his chapter, A.E. Harvey, Ed., Alternative Approaches to New Testament Study, SPCK, London 1985, 
Michael Goulder, ‘A House Built on Sand’, pp. 1-24, Goulder criticizes the paradigm under which New 
Testament scholars were working.  
xvii This Table and all references to the matters raised in this paper are to be found in my book, New Testament: 
New Testimony to the Skills of the Writers and First Readers, (Fifth – Illustrated Exhibition – Edition), April 2016, 
Ceridwen Press, Church Gresley. The A4 Format Softback Book contains 225pp of text and 16no A3 illustrations. 
The accompanying disk contains 1,500pp of presentations of the parsings and rhetorical analysis of all the 
Greek New Testament texts and many literal English translations. Acts, Philippians and 1 Timothy have been 
revised since publication and can be viewed on my website www.davidgpalmer.co.uk and in my Exhibition 
located in the Old Club Room of The Cottage Inn, 46 Regent Street, Church Gresley, DE11 9PL. 
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